A strategy for working with incomplete information is called competitive if it solves each problem instance at a cost not exceeding the cost of an optimal solution (with full information available), times a constant. This paper strives to demonstrate why competitive strategies are useful for the design of autonomous robots. They guarantee a good worst-case behaviour, they are easy to implement, and they allow to deal with some problems whose optimal solution would be NP-hard. We survey competitive strategies for the following problems. How to find a door in a long wall, how to find a goal in an unknown environment, how to find a point from which an unknown environment is fully visible, and how to determine a robot's location on a known map from local visibility.
Introduction
Suppose there is a very long wall, and at some point at the wall a mobile robot is located. Its task is to get to the other side of the wall. Let us assume that the robot knows that somewhere there is a door in the wall, but it does not know whether it lies to the left or to the right of its start position. What should the robot do?
The robot could just pick one direction, left or right, and then walk along the wall in this direction forever. If it happens to guess the correct direction then it will arrive at the door without detour. But if it chooses the wrong direction the door will never be reached. As we are interested in a good worst-case performance, this is not acceptable.
Consequently, the robot should alternate directions, and explore both the left and the right part of the wall in turn. For example, it could decide on the course of action depicted in Figure 1 . It moves one step, say one meter, to the right, and returns. Then it moves two steps to the left, and again returns to its start position, s. Next, it moves three steps to the right and so on, each time incrementing the length of the tour by one. Thus, in order to reach a door which is only 30 meters away, the robot has to walk 1 kilometer -quite a poor performance! Fortunately, there is a better approach. Instead of adding, after each turn, one step to the length of the exploring tour the robot could double the length, as shown in Figure 2 . If we suppose that the distance d is slightly bigger than a power of 2, d > 2 j , then the path is of total length
exceeding the distance to the door only by a factor of 9. This is the sort of bound we are looking for. We make the following definition.
Definition 1 A strategy S for a problem class PC is called competitive with competitive factor C if each instance P of PC can be solved by S at a cost not exceeding C times the cost of an optimal solution of P , plus an additive constant.
Competitive strategies are designed for situations where only partial information is available, whereas an optimal solution would require complete knowledge of all circumstances, or of the future.
What do we need the addititive constant for, in Definition 1? In the above example, it could happen that the door is located a fraction of a millimeter to the left of the robot, but the robot starts with a full "step" to the right. The ratio would be unbounded, formally spoiling competitiveness. By allowing for an additive constant (of two steps, in this case) we avoid such difficulties. Consequently, the doubling strategy illustrated by Figure 2 is competitive with factor 9. Surprisingly, Baeza-Yates et al. [1] were able to show that no smaller competitive factor than 9 can be achieved for this problem.
Theorem 2 The doubling strategy for finding a door in a wall is competitive with factor 9, and this is optimal.
Competitive strategies have first been studied in areas other than autonomous systems. For the famous bin packing problem, see Garey and Johnson [7] , the first-fit strategy gives a solution at most 17/10 worse than the optimal solution, which is NP-hard to obtain. Sleator and Tarjan [19] gave the first competitive analysis by proving that the move-to-front rule is 2-competitive for self-organizing lists.
Our claim is that competitive strategies are well-suited for the design of autonomous systems, due to their following properties.
(1) They guarantee a good worst-case behaviour (only by a constant factor worse than optimal).
(2) They are conceptually simple, hence easy to implement.
(3)
They often apply to difficult problems whose optimal solution would not be feasible.
That a competitive strategy is simple does not imply that its analysis is simple, too. On the contrary, it often happens that the true competitive factor, as observable in experiments, is considerably smaller than the upper bound we are able to prove, due to the usage of rough estimates. This puts a challenge to researchers, but it need not bother the robot which may happily apply a strategy whose merits are even higher than what we can show.
In computational geometry, competitive strategies have recently received a lot of interest. We do not attempt to give a complete survey of the existing results; for this, the reader is referred to Rao et al. [18] or Ottmann et al. [17] (and to-hopefully!-forthcoming updates of this very useful references), and to the annual proccedings of the ACM Symposium on Computational Geometry, FOCS, STOC, SODA, and others. Most authors employ the following model.
Model.
The robot is small, as compared with its environment. It can be simulated by a point.
The environment is given by a polygon P , interior plus boundary, with n edges. Often, P is assumed to be a simple polygon, i. e. one without holes.
The robot knows directions. It is equipped with a vision system providing, at each position p in P , the visibility polygon, vis(p), at p, as a cyclic edge sequence. Two points of P are called visible if the line segment connecting them is contained in P . The visibility polygon consists of all points of P that are visible from p; see Figure 13 .
The cost of the robot's actions is dominated by the cost of moving, usually measured by the length of its path, or by the number of turns. The cost of computing vis(p), and of planning the robot's actions can be neglected.
One might argue that today's laser range finders and line extraction algorithms do not quite provide us with correct visibility polygons in real time. We think that these difficulties will be overcome in the next years. Also, it seems reasonable to separate technical issues from the intrinsic strategic problems involved.
In this paper we are surveying the following competitive strategies. In Section 2, the robot has to search an unknown polygon for some goal point, which can be recognized as soon as it becomes visible.
Next, in Section 3, the robot must find a position from which an initially unknown polygon is fully visible, provided that such a position exists.
Finally, in Section 4 the localization problem is addressed. The robot already knows a map of its environment. Its task is in determining its actual position on the map.
Searching for a goal
We consider a simple polygon P in the plane with a start vertex, s, and a target vertex, t. The clockwise (resp. anticlockwise) chain from s to t is called the left chain or L (resp. right chain or R). The task of a mobile robot, initially situated at s, is to find a path to t inside P , based only on local visibility information, i. e. the visibility polygon which is provided wherever the robot is or has been.
For finding a target on the boundary of a general polygon, one might think of the very simple strategy of running along the border until the target is reached. But this is not competitive, as Figure 3 shows. The target can be very close to s, either in clockwise or in counter-clockwise direction, and at the same time the polygon's circumference can be arbitrarily big, such that no bound is possible for the relative detour. Furthermore, we can even show with a simple example that a strategy with a constant competitive factor can not exist for this problem, see Figure 4 . There is no way for finding the target other than by running into each of the L-shaped corridors one by one, and the target may be found only in the last one.
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But a generalization of the doubling strategy can be applied here. Suppose the robot of Section 1 has to search its goal in a set of m rays, all starting at the same point. Then the problem of finding a door in a wall is just the special case of m = 2. BaezaYates et al. [1] show how to search m rays with a competitive factor of 1 + 2 m m (m−1) m−1 , which is less than 2em ≈ 5.437m. Now for searching in a general polygon, one can proceed as follows. We consider all shortest paths from s to the vertices of polygon P as rays to be visited. Initially, these paths and even the number of vertices are unknown, of course, but will be discovered early enough. Beginning with a list of the paths to the vertices which are visible from s, we start a generalized doubling, and each time a new vertex v becomes visible, we add the path from s to v to the list.
In this way, we make sure that the target will eventually become visible, and that the total walk length is not greater than what the length of the generalized doubling on all shortest paths to the vertices would be. Thus, we have an O(n)-competitive strategy, n being the number of vertices of the polygon.
A street as introduced by Klein [12] is a polygon in which each point of the left chain, L, is visible somewhere from the right chain, R, and vice versa, see Figure 7 . No strategy can guarantee a competitive factor of less than √ 2 for searching in streets. The street property can be very well exploited for searching, such that constant competitive factors are obtained. Two situations are typical during a search.
In Figure 5 (i), the goal point, t, can only be in the invisible part (cave) behind vertex v 3 . Otherwise the whole cave would belong to the right side, R, and should be visible somewhere from L, which is impossible. There is no ambiguity in this case, and the robot can go straight to vertex v 3 to look into that cave. In Figure 5 (ii), the goal can be in one of the two caves. There is no case where more than two caves can be possible locations of the goal. We call such a situation a funnel, and all efficient strategies for solving the search problem in a street differ only in the way the funnel situation is solved. The robot has to move in such a way that it gets closer to both, v L and v R . At some stage, it may happen that one of the two caves becomes completely visible, then the funnel is solved and we are back to the case described before. It may also happen, that another reflex vertex, like v L , takes over the role of v L , and the funnel situation repeates. Figure 6 : Computing the direction of a step for lad. Now we explain strategy lad [12] which tries to minimize the local absolute detour, refer to Figure 6 . We assume that the funnel was initially detected at position s , the robot's actual position is x, and it will hit the line v L v R at some point y. The length of the shortest path from s to v L is c L , the length of the robot's path from s to x is e, the distance from x to y is f , and from y to v L is d L etc. The direction from x to y is choosen by lad such that the absolute detours are equal for the two cases that the target is hidden behind
A complete and typical example for the path produced by strategy lad can be seen in Figure 7 . The relative detour is 1.195 in that case. It is quite complicated to prove a constant competitive factor for lad. In ref. [12] , a lengthy and technically involved proof is given that lad is in fact 5.72-competitive.
On the other hand, experiments have shown that lad works very well, no example with a relative detour exeeding 1.8 has been found. So it is very likely, that the best bound for the competitive factor for lad is much smaller than 5.72, may be around 2, but that would probably be very difficult to prove.
Nevertheless, in the following we will see that the original proof can be modified to obtain a bound of 4.44 for lad. For obvious reasons, the complete proof is not repeated here, we just remark that one of its lemmas (Lemma 4.7 in ref. [12] ) can be improved. We include the following to give a small example of how complex the proof of a good bound can be.
Lemma 3
Let a, b, and c be the sides of a triangle, let ρ denote the angle opposite to a, and let A be a curve connecting the endpoints of a, see Figure 8 . Then the following inequality holds for the lengths of these pieces. Note that we have replaced the constant 3 2 π of the original lemma by
Proof. The problem is invariant under scaling, so we may set b = 1. We divide both sides of the inequality by A, then A appears only on the left side. We replace A by a which is smaller than A, then inject a = √ 1 + c 2 − 2c cos ρ (law of cosines), and only the following remains to be proven.
Let f (c, ρ) denote the left side, we want to determine the maximum value of 0) is not defined and the function f can not be made continous at that point, but a standard curve discussion shows that the supremum of all values of f must be just at this point.
All directional derivatives of f exist at (1, 0), so we can try the following approach. We set c = 1 − dρ such that c tends to 1 if ρ tends to 0, with a new parameter d for the direction. We obtain
and the limit, depending on the direction d, is the following.
For all directions d, the maximum of this quantity is attained at d = π 2
, the maximum value being π 2 + 1 + π 2 4 But this is precisely what we wanted to prove.
2 The main theorem of ref. [12] combined with our new lemma gives the following improvement.
Theorem 4 For each street P we have an upper bound for the relative detour
Therefore, lad is 4.44-competitive.
Recently, Kleinberg [14] has proposed a new method for searching in a street. He shows that his strategy is 2 √ 2-competitive, where 2 √ 2 < 2.83 (in the abstract of his article, he erroneously claims 1.618). López-Ortiz and Schuierer [16] even improve upon this with a factor of √ 5 < 2.24. We have the interesting situation that these strategies are theoretically better than lad with its 4.44 performance, but in practise, lad turns out to be superior.
For the rectilinear case, a class of polygons called G-streets, which includes streets, has been found by Datta and Icking [4] , which can be searched with a competitive factor of 9. Datta et al. [3] give further generalizations of this. A different approach has been considered by Ghosh and Saluja [8] , they count the number of turns and not the length of a path.
Learning an unknown environment
In contrast to the previous section, where the robot's task was accomplished once a goal had been located, here we consider the problem of learning, i. e. the robot should move in such a way that at the end it has seen everything of a previously unknown environment.
For example, Deng et al. [5] address the following problem. A robot is required to start from a given point in an unknown polygon, move around, see all parts of the boundary, and stop at another prescribed point. Restricting to rectilinear polygons and measuring lengths in the L 1 -metric, they describe a strategy whose competitive
In this section we concentrate on a question related to star-shaped polygons. The kernel of a polygon P , ker(P ), is the set of all such points in P from which each point of P is visible. If ker(P ) is not empty, then P is called star-shaped. The robot may assume that its environment is a star-shaped polygon, and its task is to go to some point of the kernel, i. e. a point from which the whole environment is visible.
Only for convex polygons does P = ker(P ) hold. Otherwise the polygon has at least one reflex vertex, i. e. one whose internal angle is greater than 180
• , and the kernel is a proper subset of P which can be obtained in the following way. Each edge e of P defines two halfplanes, an inner one which locally contains points of the interior of P , and an outer one. The kernel ker(P ) is known to be the intersection of all inner halfplanes. In particular, the kernel is convex. In Figure 9 , the kernels are represented by shaded areas.
Each visibility polygon vis(p) is star-shaped and contains p in its kernel. Its boundary consists of (segments of) original edges of P , and of edges that do not belong to P . These spurious edges are segments of lines emanating from p that touch a reflex vertex of P before they hit the boundary of P . A spurious edge separates the part of P that is visible from p from a part which is not, a so-called cave; see Figure 9 , where the visibility polygons are depicted by dashed lines. If the robot knew a map of the polygon and its start position beforehand, it could employ one of the classic algorithms for computing the kernel [15, 2] . Then it could determine the kernel point, k, closest to its start position, s, and go straight from s to k; note that by definition each point of the kernel can see any other point of P , so that the line segment from k to s cannot be blocked. This would result in a perfect solution at cost d(k, s), where d denotes the Euclidean distance.
But since the polygon P is not known to the robot a priori, its actions are bound to contain elements of try and error which cause extra cost. For example, in the situation depicted in Figure 9 a detour of √ 2 cannot be avoided. In the two pictures of Figure 9 the visibility polygons are identical, whereas the kernels are quite different. Thus, from point p the robot has only little information about the kernel of P . But from any point in P , one can at least identify the kernel of the actual visibility polygon! The following fact shows how these sets are related.
Lemma 5 Let p, q be points in P such that vis(q) ⊆ vis(p). Then we have the following inclusions. ker(P ) ⊆ ker(vis(p)) ⊆ ker(vis(q))
At the start point, s, the robot checks if vis(s) contains spurious edges. If not, it can conclude that s lies in the kernel of P , and stop. Otherwise, the robot should proceed from s on such a path that it gains insight into all the caves, and never lets out of sight points of P it has already seen, so that the visibility polygon grows monotonically.
The robot, standing at p, can only gain insight into a cave if it walks into the inner halfplane defined by the cave's spurious edge, causing the edge to rotate about its supporting reflex vertex into the cave. These possible directions form the gaining wedge, G(p). The robot can only keep an eye on what it has so far seen if, in addition, it never leaves the inner halfplane of a visible edge of P ; in particular, it must stay within P . These constraints form the keeping wedge, K(p), see Figure 10 .
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Figure 10: The gaining wedge, G(p), and the keeping wedge, K(p).
In Figure 11 , for each point p of the segment between p 2 and p 3 of curve M, there is only one constraint vertex, namely v 5 , because this is the only visible reflex vertex that causes a cave. In this case, G(p) has an angle of 180
• . Otherwise, there are at least two constraint vertices two of which are maximal, e. g. v 1 and v 5 between p 1 and p 2 . At p 2 , the keeping wedge, K(p 2 ) is the inner halfplane of the former spurious edge through v 1 . Figure 11 : A path generated by strategy CAB.
Lemma 6 Within a sufficiently small neighborhood of a point p in P the set G(p) ∩ K(p) equals ker(vis(p)) and is nonempty. If the robot moves into this set then vis(p) grows, unless p belongs already to ker(P ).
Now we can formulate the robot's strategy CAB.
Strategy CAB p := s; WHILE vis(p) = P DO compute gaining wedge G(p); m := angular bisector of G(p); IF m leaves the keeping wedge K(p)
THEN walk in direction of the projection of m along the boundary of K(p) ELSE walk along m END-IF END-WHILE; go straight to the point k ∈ ker(P ) closest to s END This strategy is meant to be continuous, so the "steps" should be infinitesimal. It could easily be adapted to polygons that are not star-shaped: As soon as G(p) ∩ K(p) becomes empty, the robot knows that ker(P ) is empty, and stops moving. Figure 11 shows an example where the robot walks along boundaries of keeping wedges. Between p 3 and p 4 , the maximal constraint vertices are v 4 and v 5 . At point p 4 , it hits the extension of the upper edge incident to reflex vertex v 2 . The robot follows this extension to v 2 . Here, K(p) is defined by both edge extensions. Now the robot follows the extension of the lower edge incident to v 2 until it arrives at p 5 . Still, v 4 and v 5 are the maximal constraint vertices. From p 5 on, the robot resumes following the angular bisector which no longer crosses the edge extension.
As soon as the robot arrives in the kernel of P at p 7 , it knows the whole polygon. According to CAB, it then determines which kernel point k would have been closest to its start point, s, and walks to k within ker(P ). In practice, one might skip the last step because the robot's job can be considered done as soon as it reaches some point of the kernel. Since this does not lead to a smaller competitive factor, we can as well account for the last step, too.
It is not hard to see that the path generated by CAB consists of O(n) many segments of conic sections. Now we prove that the arc length of M does not exceed a constant factor times the distance of its endpoints. Analyzing the segments of M explicitly would seem quite a difficult task. Fortunately, we can proceed in a different way, thanks to the following global property of M.
Theorem 7 Let M be the oriented path created by strategy CAB. Then for each point p on M, the remaining part of M lies fully in front of the normal of M at p. The arc length of any curve with that property is less than 5.334 times the distance between its endpoints, and this bound is sharp.
For the proof of the last claim, see ref. [10] .
A special case of the present problem, where P contains only one reflex vertex, has been optimally solved in ref. [11] .
Localization
The last problem we want to discuss is not entirely of competitive nature. Its solution involves also some other techniques from computational geometry. We include it because it seems to be of fundamental importance to robotics.
Let us assume that the robot already knows its environment, a simple polygon P with n edges. Its task is to locate its current position, p, in the internal representation of P .
To this end the robot can match the visibility polygon vis(p) against P . Because the robot knows directions, P and vis(p) are identically oriented; in order to find a match, only translations of vis(p), but no rotations, need be considered.
There must be at least one match for vis(p), of course. But the environmentthink of the floor plan of an office building-may have repeating patterns. Thus, there could be several matches for vis(p)! Such a situation is depicted in Figure 12 . The visibility polygons of p 1 and p 3 , as shown in Figure 13 , are identical. In order to decide on its true position the robot has to walk around a bit, until it recognizes a difference between the candidate locations. For example, it could move to the left and check if vertex v becomes visible.
More generally, let V denote the robot's initial visibility polygon. The localization problem consists of two subproblems.
(1) Compute all points p in P such that V = vis(p) holds.
(2) Decide on the true position p by exploring P , on as short a tour as possible. Figure 12 : Points p 1 and p 3 have identical visibility polygons; see Figure 13 . There is no point in C 4 whose visibility polygon equals vis(p 2 ). Subproblem (1) does not call for a competitive strategy. It is mainly an off-line problem because the polygon P is known in advance, allowing for preprocessing. However, at run-time we have to report all candidate locations quickly, to justify our assumption that computing cost is negligible.
We sketch the elegant solution by Guibas et al. [9] because their methods are interesting in their own right.
Theorem 8
The polygon P can be preprocessed such that for each visibility polygon V of m edges, the c many points p in P satisfying V = vis(p) can be reported in optimal time O(log n + m + c). Preprocessing takes O(n 5 log n) time and O(n 5 ) space, in the worst case.
We assume that P is not a convex polygon; otherwise the problem is trivial. The essential step in preprocessing P is to subdivide it in a suitable way. To this end we consider in turn each reflex vertex r of P , i. e. each vertex whose internal angle is greater than 180
• . If r is visible from some other vertex v then we draw a line segment from r directed away from v to the boundary of P . Clearly, points on one side of this segment are able to see vertex v, whereas those on the other side have their view obstructed by reflex vertex r; see Figure 12 .
Thereby, P is partitioned into convex regions called visibility cells. Two different points of the same visibility cell "see the same features" of P , although their visibility polygons differ. To make this more precise, let us look more closely at a visibility polygon as depicted in Figure 13 . Its boundary consists of edges that are also (pieces of) edges of P , and of spurious edges, that do not belong to P . In Figure 13 , spurious edges are drawn by dotted lines. A spurious edge connects a reflex vertex r of P to a point on the boundary of P . If we fix such a vertex r of a visibility polygon V then each match of V in P is uniquely determined by the reflex vertex of P with whom r is identified. This gives us a bound on the number of possible matches.
Lemma 9
The number c of points p in P that satisfy V = vis(p) cannot exceed the number of reflex vertices of P .
If p moves within its visibility cell then all the spurious edges of vis(p) rotate about their reflex vertices. Of the other edges, those who are completely visible remain unchanged, those who are partially visible change in extension, like edge e in Figure 13 . To grasp what all points of the same visibility cell have in common, the notion of the skeleton is introduced. It consists of the non-spurious edges of vis(p) that are fully visible, and of line equations for the edges that are partially visible; see Figure 13 for an example. The coordinates of vertices and line equations are noted with respect to e. g. the lowest leftmost vertex of the skeleton as the local origin. By the origin of a cell we mean the origin of its skeleton.
Two cells in the visibility cell decomposition are called equivalent if their skeletons are identical. Points in P with identical visibility polygons are situated in equivalent cells, by construction; see p 1 and p 3 in Figure 12 . As to the converse, the following holds. For example, C 2 and C 4 in Figure 12 are equivalent, but the point congruent to p 2 , as marked by a dot, lies outside of C 4 . Thus, no point of C 4 has a visibility polygon equal to vis(p 2 ).
Lemma 10
In the second preprocessing step, a search structure is built that allows, given a skeleton S of m edges, to determine all cells with skeleton S. To this end, each skeleton of size m is described by a list of its vertex coordinates and line equations in sorted order, starting from the origin. For these descriptions, a 4m−dimensional search tree is built. Its size is O(n 2 ), as a consequence of Theorem 11 below. Finally, the cells of each equivalence class CC S are translated so that their origins coincide. The resulting planar subdivision D S is computed, and prepared for pointlocation queries.
Given a visibility polygon V with m edges, subproblem (1) can now be solved as follows. Note that point location in (1.3) is totally different from our localization problem, because in (1.3) we just determine the region in the subdivision D S which contains the point p, whose local coordinates are known!
The bounds for space and preprocessing time stated in Theorem 8 are based on the following interesting fact.
Theorem 11
The collection of all cells in the visibility cell decomposition whose skeleton has m edges is of total complexity O(n 2 ). Consequently, the whole visibility cell decomposition is of complexity O(n 3 ).
Next, we turn to subproblem (2), the design of an exploration tour which enables the robot to determine its current position p among all candidates found in step (1) . The solution we are going to present has been recently discovered by Dudek et al. see ref. [6] . Figure 14 shows an example of a floor plan where the points indicated by dots have identical visibility polygons. Let us assume that the vertical segments of the main corridor are much longer than its horizontal segments and the other vertical corridors. Then the robot should stay on its initial horizontal corridor segment, and explore the vertical corridors, to learn its true position. For example, it could decide to walk into the leftmost vertical floor, and to check if it has a little notch at the end. If so, the robot knows that it must be at the bottommost of the three candidate locations shown. If not, this location can be ruled out, and the robot could decide to inspect another vertical floor.
More generally, while the robot is on exploration tour it maintains a set H ⊂ {p 1 , . . . , p c } of candidate locations that have not yet been ruled out as possible start points. In its next step, the robot decides to go to some probe point in P such that the additional information obtained by the view from the probe point allows the set H to be further reduced. One could precompute an exploration plan in form of a decision tree. Its nodes correspond the evaluation of the last probe and the decision, where to go next. Its weighted edges represent the length of paths beween probe points.
An optimal solution to subproblem (2) would consist of precomputing a decision tree whose weighted height, i. e. the maximum sum of edge weights along all root-toleaf paths, is a minimum. This, however, is not feasible, due to a strong connection to the NP-complete problem Abstract Decision Tree [6] . In the latter, a collection of subsets A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, of some universe of size c and a number h are given. The question is if there exists a decision tree of height ≤ h that uniquely identifies each element p of the universe by tests of the type p ∈ A i ? contained in the nodes. One can easily simulate ADT by a floor plan like the above: For each p in the universe the main corridor has one horizontal segment. Its vertical corridors correspond to the subsets A i ; they have a notch whenever p ∈ A i is true. This seems disappointing, but again a competitive strategy comes to the rescue. Its performance is not compared against the length of an optimal exploration tour, but against an even smaller quantity, namely the minimum length of a tour by which a known location can be verified. Note that this is a lot easier then determining an unknown location. In Figure 14 , for example, if the robot knows that its current position is the topmost one it can go directly to the rightmost vertical corridor, to verify this knowledge. The solution is based on preprocessing an exhaustive set of possible probe points. Let P 1 , . . . , P c be copies of P , translated so that the candidate locations p i coincide; this point will be denoted by o later on. Let D denote the subdivision of P 1 ∪ . . . ∪ P c that results from superimposing the visibility cell decompositions of the P i .
Theorem 12 Given a polygon
The candidates p i whose polygons P i contain the region R are split into candidate classes; p i and p j belong to the same class if the visibility cells of P i and P j containing R have identical skeletons. Upon arriving in R, all candidates but one class can be ruled out.
If a point x is contained in P i , we denote by d i (x) the distance from o to x in P i , i. e. the minimum length of all paths from o to x that run entirely in P i .
Definition 14
For each region R of subdivision D, and for each translate polygon P i containing R, let q R,i denote the point of R closest to o, with respect to d i .
The points q R,i are the possible probe points. Along with q R,i , we also precompute and store the shortest path in P i from o to q R,i .
Strategy S for locating the proper start point is very simple. 3) . Surprisingly, this cannot happen, as a consequence of the robot's "greedy" behaviour.
Lemma 15 Strategy S never causes the robot to pass through a wall of P .
Proof. Assume that p t is the true start location, and that the lobot hits the wall of P t at some point x while following the shortest path within P i to q R,i . Let T denote the region in subdivision D the robot crosses before hitting x. P t and P i look differently from x, so p t and p i do not belong to the same candidate class of T . This shows that q R,t also qualifies for a probe point in (2.2). In fact, it would even be closer, because of
The second inequality holds because the shortest path in P i to x runs in P t -it is the robot's path. This contradicts the minimality of q R,i . 2 As long as two candidates are left, there is always a region of D from which the difference can be told. Thus, the conditions in (2.2) can always be met. The second condition ensures that at least one candidate in H can be ruled out by walking to q R,i . Consequently, there are no more than c − 1 excursions from o.
Let V be an optimal verification tour for the true position p t . The proof of Theorem 13 is completed by the following.
Lemma 16 The length of the walk in (2.3) of Strategy S does not exceed half the length of V .
Proof. Suppose that in (2.4) candidate p j is ruled out. At some point x on the optimal verification tour V , p j must be ruled out, too. The point x lies on the boundary of some region R of D that can differentiate between P j and P t . Assume that in the current execution of the WHILE-loop the robot is on it's way to q R,i . By minimality, we have
Since the latter denotes the length of a shortest path in P t to x, it cannot exceed half the length of the round trip V in P t from o to x and back. 2 The original papers [9, 6] contain interesting additional results not covered herein. Also, there is recent work by Kleinberg [13] on subproblem (2) .
